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Averting the flu
Take Oscillococcinum® or Aconite at 
=B6$495G=$G9E:$24$"$H"I$J23I$25$=B6$43KD$
Aconite$9G$6GA6J9"33C$KG64K3$FB656$ 
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Oscillococcinum®$9G$E22I$FB6:$=B6$
GC@A=2@G$"56$G32F65O="M6$9=$ 
6N65C$+L,$B2K5G$425$($I2G6GD

Remedy Guidelines     
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36GG$24=6:$%6N65C$(L+$B2K5G)$94$=B6C$
"56$:2=$=22$H"ID$

!"""S=2A$":I$G="5=$=B6$56@6IC$"G$:66I6IR$
="M9:E$=B6$56@6IC$36GG$24=6:$"G$9=$
G="5=G$=2$B63A$":I$G=2AA9:E$2:$G9E:949
J":=$9@A52N6@6:=D$T=$J":$H6$56A6"=6I$
94$=B6$%G"@6)$GC@A=2@G$56=K5:D

!"""T4$"H2K=$G9#$=2$=6:$I2G6G$B"N6$H66:$
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=2$H6$=B6$F52:E$56@6ICD$S636J=$":2=B
65$56@6IC$25$G66M$A5246GG92:"3$B63AD

Go to  
www.NationalCenterForHomeopathy.org 
Under the heading ‘Articles’ 

click on ‘Flu’ 
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want to read more 
about treating the flu  

with homeopathy?

SPECIAL PUBLICATION BY THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR HOMEOPATHY 

Your Guide to Health
through Homeopathy

Arsenicum album: great prostration with extreme chilliness and a thirst for  
frequent sips of warm drinks. The eyes and nose stream with watery, acrid  
discharges. Feels irritable and anxious. 

Baptisia: gastric flu with vomiting and diarrhea. Comes on suddenly. Feels sore 
and bruised all over. Profuse perspiration with a high fever and extreme thirst. Feels 
(and looks) dazed and sluggish.

Bryonia: flu comes on slowly. Aching pains in all the joints are worse for the 
slightest motion. Painful dry cough that makes the head hurt. Extreme thirst at  
infrequent intervals. Feels intensely irritable and wants to be alone.

Eupatorium perfoliatum: the pains are so severe it feels as if the bones are 
broken. The muscles ache and feel sore and bruised as well. A bursting headache 
with sore, aching eyeballs. The nose runs with much sneezing, and the chest feels 
sore and raw. Thirsty for cold water even though it brings on violent chills in the 
small of the back. 

Ferrum phosphoricum: a fever develops, a flu is likely but the symptoms aren’t 
clearly developed yet (and Aconite didn’t help). Take 3 doses every 2–4 hours.

Gelsemium: flu comes on slowly especially when the weather changes from cold 
to warm. The muscles feel weak and achy. There’s a great feeling of heaviness 
everywhere—the head (which aches dully), limbs, eyelids etc. No thirst at all. Fever 
alternating with chills and shivers that run up and down the spine. Feels (and looks) 
apathetic, dull and drowsy.

Mercurius solubilis: fever with copious, extremely offensive perspiration 
which doesn’t provide any relief (unlike most feverish sweats). The breath smells 
bad, there’s more salivation than normal and an extreme thirst.

Nux vomica: gastric flu with vomiting and diarrhea. The limbs and back ache a 
great deal. The nose runs during the day and is stopped up at night. Fever with 
chills and shivering especially after drinking. Very chilly and sensitive to the slightest 
draught of air or uncovering. Feels extremely impatient and irritable.

Pyrogenium: serious flu with severe pains in the back and the limbs and a terri-
ble, bursting headache. Feels beaten and bruised all over. Very restless and feels 
better on beginning to move. Chills in the back and the limbs with a thumping heart. 

Rhus toxicodendron: flu in cold damp weather. Great restlessness: aching and 
stiffness in the joints is worse for first motion, it eases with continued motion and then 
they feel weak and have to rest after which they stiffen and have to move again. 
Pains are better for warmth. Feels anxious and weepy.

Recovering from the Flu
Kali phosphoricum: weakness after the flu with depression.
China: weakness after a flu with serious fluid loss (through sweating and/or  
vomiting). Pale, wan and touchy.
Gelsemium: weakness after the flu. The flu symptoms continue with aching  
and dullness.
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Learn homeopathy in your own backyard 
by participating in one of over  

80 NCH Affiliated Study Groups. Go to  
www.NationalCenterForHomeopathy.org 
for more information or call NCH  
toll-free at (877)624-0613.

  what is 
homeopathy? 

Homeopathy is a safe, effective system of medicine,$KG6I$HC$@93392:G$24$A62A36$
F253IF9I6$425$2N65$/''$C6"5GD$?2@62A"=B9J$@6I9J9:6G$"56$A56A"56I$452@$:"=K5"3$G2K5J
6G$":I$"56$I9GA6:G6I$9:$6#=56@63C$G@"33$"@2K:=GD$1B6C$"56$@"I6$9:$"JJ25I":J6$F9=B$
=B6$VDSD$!22I$":I$W5KE$XI@9:9G=5"=92:$":I$The Homoeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the 
United StatesD$1B6C$"56$:2:-=2#9J$":I$FB6:$A52A653C$"I@9:9G=656IP$J":$H6$G"463C$KG6I$
F9=B$9:4":=GP$JB93I56:$":I$"IK3=GD

?2@62A"=BC$F"G$I6N632A6I$HC$W5D$S"@K63$?"B:6@"::$9:$=B6$3"=6$8&''GP$"3=B2KEB$=B6$
J2:J6A=$I"=6G$H"JM$=2$?9AA2J5"=6GD$?2@62A"=BC$9G$H"G6I$2:$=B6$A59:J9A36$=B"=$Y39M6$
JK56G$39M6DZ$1B"=$9GP$94$"$GKHG=":J6$J":$J"KG6$GC@A=2@G$9:$"$B6"3=BC$A65G2:P$=B6:$9=$J":$
JK56$G9@93"5$GC@A=2@G$9:$"$G9JM$A65G2:D$

SKAA2G6$"$A65G2:$B"G$"$J23I$25$B"C$46N65P$F9=B$F"=65C$6C6G$":I$"$HK5:9:E$:"G"3$I9G
JB"5E6D$?2@62A"=BC$56E"5IG$=B6G6$GC@A=2@G$"G$=B6$H2IC[G$"==6@A=$=2$56G=256$B6"3=BD$
T:G=6"I$24$E9N9:E$":$":=9B9G="@9:6$=2$I5C$KA$=B6$I9GJB"5E6P$"$B2@62A"=B$@9EB=$A56
GJ59H6$B2@62A"=B9J"33C$A56A"56I$2:92:LH6J"KG6$2:92:$9G$M:2F:$=2$cause$F"=65C$6C6G$
":I$"$HK5:9:E$:"G"3$I9GJB"5E6D$\"=B65$=B":$GKAA56GG9:E$=B6$GC@A=2@GP$B2@62A"=BC$
G66MG$=2$G=9@K3"=6$=B6@P$=B656HC$B63A9:E$=B6$H2IC$B6"3$9=G634D

?2@62A"=BC$9G$KG6I$:2=$2:3C$=2$56396N6$GC@A=2@G$HK=$=2$A56N6:=$933:6GG$":I$@"9:="9:$
2N65"33$B6"3=BD$?2@62A"=BC$=56"=G$=B6$FB236$A65G2:LABCG9J"3P$@6:="3P$6@2=92:"3D$1B6$
6#"J=$@6JB":9G@$HC$FB9JB$B2@62A"=BC$F25MG$9G$K:M:2F:P$HK=$/''$C6"5G$24$J39:9J"3$
6#A6596:J6$"32:E$F9=B$56G6"5JB$AKH39GB6I$9:$GKJB$@6I9J"3$]2K5:"3G$"G$The Lancet, 
Pediatrics, and the British Medical Journal$B"N6$J2:495@6I$B2@62A"=BCUG$6446J=9N6:6GGD$
?2@62A"=BC$B"G$H66:$KG6I$=2$=56"=$A62A36$F9=B$"$F9I6$5":E6$24$J2:I9=92:G$9:J3KI9:E$
"G=B@"P$6"5"JB6GP$@9E5"9:6$B6"I"JB6GP$I6A56GG92:P$"5=B59=9GP$^_S$":I$@256D

Extremely safe, @2G=$B2@62A"=B9J$56@6I96G$"56$"N"93"H36$2N65-=B6-J2K:=65D$1B656$"56$
:2$M:2F:$J2:=5"9:I9J"=92:G$25$I5KE$9:=65"J=92:G$H6=F66:$B2@62A"=B9J$":I$J2:N6:=92:
"3$@6I9J9:6GD$>2:GK@65G$J":$36"5:$=2$=56"=$G9@A36P$G634-39@9=9:E$J2:I9=92:G$G"463C$"=$
B2@6P$HK=$"$A5246GG92:"3$GB2K3I$=56"=$G6592KG$25$3946-=B56"=6:9:E$J2:I9=92:GD$
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Miranda Castro is a British 
homeopath, and a Fellow of the 
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has been living happily in the U.S. 
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Complete Homeopathy Handbook, 
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Homeopathic Guide to Stress.  
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interested in  
studying 

homeopathy?
!""Read past issues of Homeopathy Today 

online with your membership to the 
National Center for Homeopathy.  
Visit the NCH online bookstore and  
use your membership discount. 

!""Search the NCH website anytime for 
more information about homeopathy, 
homeopathic news updates and to access 
the Flu Forum! 

LOOKING FOR A HOMEOPATH  
IN YOUR AREA? Go to  
www.NationaCenterForHomeopathy.org  
and search the NCH database.

Join NCH to protect homeopathy. We exist by your membership and donation. www.NationalCenterForHomeopathy.org



DO-IT-YOURSELF LEARNING healing  
ear infections  

If you can make simple observations, you can quickly learn enough 
homeopathy to practice on the home-health level. You don’t need to be 

an expert in anatomy, physiology, or pharmacology. You do need to be able 
to observe your child’s symptoms and any changes in them: thirst, skin 
color, appetite, mood, discharges, modalities (what makes symptoms bet-
ter or worse), etc. And you need to be able to match these observations 
with the symptoms and changes that medicines can cause—and therefore 
cure when applied homeopathically.

Ear infections:  
Breaking the  
antibiotic cycle

`:6$J2@@2:$B2@6$B6"3=B$
A52H36@$=B"=$456aK6:=3C$"59G6G$
9G$=B"=$24$@9II36$6"5$9:46J
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"3@2G=$6#J3KG9N63C$":I$F9=B$
E56"=$GKJJ6GGD

T:$4"J=P$T$=B9:M$9=$9G$G"46$=2$G"C$
=B"=$=B6$KG6$24$":=9H92=9JG$9:$
6"5$9:46J=92:G$G66@G$=2$J56"=6$
"$G634-A65A6=K"=9:E$JCJ36D$T=$9G$
"G$94$=B6$9@@K:6$GCG=6@$E6=G$
3"cC$":I$=B9G$56GK3=G$9:$
9:J56"G9:E$:K@H65G$24$GKJB$
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G66@G$=2$H56"M$=B6$JCJ36d$ 
=B6$9@@K:6$GCG=6@$G="5=G$
4K:J=92:9:E$2:$"$B9EB65$36N63P$
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6"5$9:46J=92:GD
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=B6C$G=9@K3"=6$"$56GA2:G6$ 
9:$=B6$2N65"33$56JKA65"=9N6$
A52J6GGP$B63A9:E$C2K5$JB93IUG$
H2IC$49EB=$9:46J=92:G$:"=K5"33CD

1B6$=59JM$425$E22I$56GK3=G$ 
F9=B$B2@62A"=B9J$A56GJ59H9:E$
9G$=2$A"C$J32G6$"==6:=92:$=2$ 
=B6$GC@A=2@GD$?2F$I9I$=B6$ 
A52H36@$G="5=e$?2F$9G$=B6$
JB93I$H6B"N9:Ee$fB"=$I2$=B6C$
F":=$=2$6"=e$fB"=$I2$=B6C$
F":=$=2$I59:Me$?2F$I2$=B6C$
"AA6"5e$X56$=B6C$JB933C$25$
B2=e$X56$=B6C$@256$J2@425=
"H36$9:I225G$25$2K=G9I6$9:$=B6$
2A6:$"95e$fB"=$9G$=B6$:"=K56$
24$":C$I9GJB"5E6$=B6C$@"C$
B"N6e$ 
X:I$G2$2:D
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Five remedies to learn

Here are some of the common, and truly indispensable, reme-
dies to consider for children with ear infections.

Chamomilla. You can hear the child who needs Chamomilla down the hall 
and through a closed door. They are uncomfortable and irritable, and they 
want you to know it. There is something in their cry that puts you on edge; 
it’s the kind of cry that causes adults to think things like, ‘Would  
somebody please shut that kid up!?’ The child demands to be carried and 
screams when put down. They demand this or that, but throw the object of 
their desire away when they finally get it. A peculiar symptom I have seen 
many times is that one cheek may be glowing red, while the other is pale.

Pulsatilla. A child needing Pulsatilla is also tearful, but quite different from 
the Chamomilla patient described above. Here the cry is usually wimpier,  
creating a reaction in the surrounding adults of, “Oh, the poor thing!” The child 
clearly wants sympathy and nurturing. Discharges (such as a runny nose) are  
usually yellow or green, thick, and bland—not irritating. They typically have  
little thirst or appetite, and they generally feel better in fresh, open air.

Belladonna. In conventional medical school I remember being taught a 
memory aid for the patient who has been poisoned with Belladonna [in large, 
non-homeopathic doses]. It went something like: “Red as a beet, dry as a 
bone, hot as a furnace, blind as a bat, mad as a hatter.” These represent some 
of the characteristic symptoms for Belladonna and are helpful in recognizing its 
homeopathic presentation as well. We think of Belladonna for illnesses with 
sudden, violent onset. The child is typically hot, red, and dry. The pupils are 
often dilated and the eyes seem very bright. Curiously, the head is often hot 
but the limbs are cold. The nervous system is affected in such a way that the 
child often experiences twitching or jerking—perhaps in their sleep— and is 
sensitive to light and jarring. They are often excited and restless.

Ferrum phosphoricum. Listed in the homeopathic materia medica for 
Ferrum phosphoricum is the comment, “violent earache, acute otitis media 
when Belladonna fails.” That is, the child needing Ferrum phosphoricum may 
at first be mistaken for one needing Belladonna. And this is largely how I 
have come to think of Ferrum phosphoricum—similar to Belladonna but less 
intense. The child is often excited, sensitive to light and jarring—but not to 
the extent of Belladonna. They are often red, but not as intensely red; hot, 
but not as burning; eyes red, but not so bright. And like Belladonna, Ferrum 

phosphoricum is commonly indicated in children with earaches.

Hepar sulphuris. Think of Hepar sulphuris when the child is chilly, sweats 
easily, and often has an accompanying hoarse, barking cough. Discharges are 
typically thick and yellow, and pains are often sticking (like splinters). 
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  D  ND 

pay close attention 
to the symptoms.  
How did the problem 
start? How is the child 
behaving?  
What do they want  
to eat? What do they 
want to drink?

Join NCH to protect homeopathy. We exist by your membership and donation. www.NationalCenterForHomeopathy.org



( C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P R E V I O U S  P A G E )

Changing symptoms, changing remedies

1B6$56@6I96G$39G=6I$"56$:2=$=B6$2:3C$56@6I96G$
=B"=$@9EB=$H6$9:I9J"=6I$9:$G2@62:6$F9=B$ 
":$6"5"JB6P$HK=$]KG=$=B6G6$46F$F933$B63A$"$ 
GK5A59G9:E$:K@H65$24$J"G6GD$T4$:2:6$24$ 
=B6G6$G66@G$=2$49=P$JB6JM$425$2=B65$56@6I96G$ 
9:$2:6$24$=B6$@":C$E22I$B2@62A"=B9J$G634-
J"56$H22MG$"N"93"H36D

\6@6@H65$FB6:$=56"=9:E$C2K5$JB93I$=B"=$
=B695$GC@A=2@G$@"C$JB":E6$"G$=B6$I"CG$%25$
6N6:$B2K5G)$E2$HCP$":I$FB6:$=B6$GC@A=2@G$
JB":E6P$=B6$JB93I$F933$=CA9J"33C$:66I$"$:6F$
56@6ICD$!25$6#"@A36P$Belladonna or Ferrum 
phosphoricum$@9EB=$H6$9:I9J"=6I$9:$=B6$6"53C$
G="E6G$24$":$6"5"JB6P$HK=$=B6$GC@A=2@G$@"C$ 
JB":E6P$J"339:E$425$Pulsatilla or Hepar  
sulphuris$"G$=B6$I"CG$E2$HCD

S2@6=9@6G$A"=96:=GP$6GA6J9"33C$M9IGP$]KG=$
H2K:J6$H"JM$"4=65$"$I2G6$25$=F2$24$"$F633-JB2G6:$
56@6IC$":I$E6=$H6==65$A5"J=9J"33C$2N65:9EB=D$
_256$=CA9J"33CP$B2F6N65P$=B6C$F933$9@A52N6$
G9E:949J":=3C$F9=B$"$F633-JB2G6:$56@6IC$":I$
=B6:$GA6:I$"$:K@H65$24$I"CG$YJ36"59:E$KAZ$
=B6$56@"9:9:EP$36GG$"JK=6P$GC@A=2@GD$T:$@C$
6#A6596:J6P$94$=B6$JB93I$9G$E6==9:E$H6==65$9:$
E6:65"3P$=B695$6"5G$"56$"3G2$56J2N659:ED

Dosage 1B6G6$56@6I96G$"56$:2:-=2#9J$":I$
G23I$2N65$=B6$J2K:=65$"=$:"=K5"3$422I$G=256G$
":I$G2@6$I5KEG=256GD$1B6$J2@@2:3C$42K:I$
A2=6:J96G$%GKJB$"G$=B6$7=BP$8/=BP$25$('=B)$F933$
H6$49:6D$g9N6:$"$JB29J6P$T$KGK"33C$56J2@@6:I$
=B6$('=B$A2=6:JCD$

X=$495G=$C2K$@9EB=$3"JM$J2:49I6:J6$9:$C2K5$ 
"H939=96G$=2$="M6$J"56$24$C2K5$4"@93CD$\6@6@H65P$
=B2KEBP$=B"=$C2K$9:=K9=9N63C$M:2F$@KJB$@256$
"H2K=$B6"3=B$":I$I9G6"G6$=B":$C2K$56"39c6P$
6N6:$94$C2K$I2:U=$M:2F$"33$=B6$=65@9:232ECD$
X4=65$"$46F$GKJJ6GG6G$C2K$F933$G="5=$=2$56"39c6$
=B"=$=B6$H2IC$B6"3G$9=G634d$F6U56$]KG=$E9N9:E$9=$
"$39==36$B63AOF9=B$B2@62A"=BCD$
"I"A=6I$452@$“Doityourself learning—Healing ear  
infections”P$HC$19@2=BC$\D$W2236CP$_WP$<W$9:$ 
Homeopathy Today, April 2004

_2G=$A62A36P$"IK3=G$":I$JB93I56:P$J":$
5K:$"$B9EB$46N65$24$KA$=2$8'(h!$425$ 
G6N65"3$I"CG$F9=B$:2$I":E65D$T=$9G$:25
@"3$425$B6"3=BC$9:4":=G$":I$JB93I56:$=2$ 
B"N6$B9EB$46N65G$F9=B$":$9:46J=92:D$
16@A65"=K56G$24$8'+h!$":I$"H2N6$"56$ 
"$J"KG6$425$J2:J65:$":I$@6I9J"3$":Ii25$
B2@62A"=B9J$"==6:=92:$GB2K3I$"3F"CG$ 
H6$G2KEB=D

W63959K@$":I$=":=5K@G$9:$JB93I56:$
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adapted from “The art of taking care of a sick child ”,  

by Miranda Castro, FSHom, CCH  

in Homeopathy Today, February 2002 
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WHAT EVERY PARENT MUST KNOW  

these remedies are non-toxic 
and sold over the counter  
at natural health food stores
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            Join today & get a FREE BOOK!  

                              Call (877) 624-0613 

                NCH membership includes:

! 1-year subscription to Homeopathy Today magazine (quarterly)

!Monthly NCH e-Newsletter and Action Alerts

!Monthly Advanced Webinars

!Self-care Webinars: Homeopathy@Home

!Access to past Webinars

!Searchable, online archive of Homeopathy Today articles

!"A strong voice for increased access to homeopathic 
health care

!"Special Savings Offer! 1-year subscription to 
Vegetarian Times for only $5 (save $15)

SPECIAL OFFER FOR NEW MEMBERS*: Receive Homeopathy: Beyond 

Flat Earth Medicine by Timothy R. Dooley, MD, ND. This 110-page book is a 
must-have for parents wanting to learn the basics of homeopathy. Dr. Dooley 
brings his 25-years of training and experience to this eye-opening and easy-to-
read book. An $11 value, yours FREE! 

It is becoming increasingly common to give sick children medication and to 
encourage them to carry on a normal life. This is wrong. Our bodies need to slow 
down and rest as much as possible to encourage our inner healer to get to work. 
The healing activities of the body actually speed up when we sleep. The repair, 
renewal, and growth of the cells of our bodies work faster when we are resting. 
It isn’t an old wives’ tale! That is why it is so important to get extra rest and 
sleep when we are unwell, as this will aid the body’s natural ability to get better.

 
“The art of taking care of a sick child”  

 
in Homeopathy Today    

take a healing time out

Homeopathy Today 
puts you in touch with 

a world of practical 

information about  

how to treat your 

child safely with 

homeopathy. Your 

ability to use homeo-

pathic medicines will 

grow with each issue 

as the finest homeo-

paths and authors 

share their wisdom 

with you. You’ll find 

articles about homeo-

pathic remedies for 

common childhood 

ailments including 

allergies, asthma, 

eczema, coughs, 

colds and flu and 

much, much more. 

join NCH! 
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